
Triumph for South Africa in International 

Polo Clash at Hurlingham Park 

ICM Capital Team England defeated on home turf by AwakeConBal Team South Africa in City 

AM International Match at Chestertons Polo in the Park. 

From the moment they cantered onto the field, Team South Africa looked like they meant 

business. Made up of Chris Mackenzie, Derrick Bratley and Dirk Van Reenan, they were clearly 

out to dominate and did so with ease, masterfully taking a two goal lead by the halfway point of 

the first chukka, despite heroic efforts from Team England’s George Meyrick, Hugo Lewis and Jack 

Richardson.  

The slightly rattled, but utterly focused English side were unable to prevent their opponents from 

scoring a third goal in this initial chukka however a brilliant ‘two pointer’ by Jack Richardson 

closed the gap and the first chukka ended with South Africa leading by one goal (3-2). 

As the second got underway, the South African team remained a force to be reckoned with, a foul 

from the English team and ‘two pointer’ scored by South Africa as a result of the subsequent 

penalty led to further widen their lead over the England team. A goal from Jack Richardson slightly 

narrowed the gap yet again however with just one minute on the clock, team South Africa scored   

yet again, leaving England trailing, three goals to six at the end of the second chukka. 

After the obligatory half time activities of purchasing a refill of Pimms and of course treading in the 

divots, the third chukka began with high drama. Following the ‘Lanson Perfect Start’, England’s 

Jack Richardson whipped the ball away to the goal, scoring from the centre line. For a brief 

interlude it looked as if the gap was beginning to be well and truly closed and that things may be 

finally beginning to go England’s way….and then we heard it….the piercing cry of umpire Tony 

Keyte’s whistle… 

It turned out that Richardson had been a little too eager and had for all intents and purposes made 

a false start by setting off before the countdown had well…counted down. Thus the goal was 

disallowed, undoubtedly a crushing disappointment for Team England. 



Not to be defeated, within seconds George Meyrick had scored for England, narrowing the gap 

slightly and bringing the score to 4-6 in South Africa’s favour. Sadly things didn’t improve from 

there and by the halfway point of the penultimate chukka, Team South Africa had scored yet 

another ‘two pointer’ widening the gap yet again and as we headed into the fourth, England were 

trailing by South Africa by four goals (South Africa 8-4 England). 

England managed to make up ground in the fourth and final chukka and with three minutes left 

on the clock the gap had been narrowed to 6-8, still in South Africa’s favour. However despite a 

fight to the bitter end and incredible polo from both teams, the match ended in defeat for ICM 

Capital Team England, with AwakeConBal Team South Africa clinching victory, 8 goals to 6. 
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